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About This Game

Strap into your very own nuclear-powered jetpack and blast into the skies of Omega Island, a volcanic sea enclave converted to
a vast, intricate super-spy training facility. Soar high above its mountainous peaks for an eagle-eye view, or power dive into the
underground base to get up close and physical. Test your piloting skills by weaving through the dense roads of the cityscape, or

boost from rooftop to rooftop to find the quickest routes to success.

Omega Island is an aerial open world where the visceral freedom of a jetpack lets you achieve your goals, your way. Step by
step, you too can rise through the ranks of the elite to graduate as the ultimate spy, the elusive ‘Omega Agent’.
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OS: Windows 7
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I can garantee Dies Irae is one of THE BESTS Visual Novels I've ever played.

A work about the mystery of the unknown.
A work about the fairness of the mundane.

A work about love.
A work about desire.

A work about the appreciation of life and happiness... featuring super nazis and opera.

Dies Irae is indeed an special kind of work. It is a really passional novel, indeed, but it is also one which doesn't even try to
surprise you anytime. It is quite predictable, really cliché and most of its storyline is basic at best. Yet, it not only embraces its
own nature to tell an story which divagues to you really directly about a themes like the originality of fiction or the beauty of the
moment, it also exceeds at art, music, narrative and characters.

G-Yusuke is a really good artist. He makes appealing character designs not only cool, also quite on the ground. His compositions
are fantastic and the way he gives live throught his colours is fantastic. Every design he makes feels alive, and distintive. Also,
he is a man of many faces, since he knows perfectly how to change his style according to the work. He's ome of the best
ilustrators on the VN scene.

Keishi Yonao is a genious. Dies Irae isn't even his most impressive work, but he made there a memorable soundtrack full of
metal remixes of classic music (like Salieri's and Mozart's Dies Irae, or Wagner's Ride of the Valkyries), which fits perfectly the
urban fantasy of the novel in the action scenes. Ominous music for special scenes is also present and the emotive tracks are as
good too.

And the author, Takeshi Masada, is an excellent narrator and a great character writer. The characters are almost every one of
them amazing (except Marie), being borne by love in myriad of different ways, and the text is like a magic grimoire whose
power is to stop the time, conveying in a way it feels satisfying to read despite Masada's complex style. I'm speechless trying to
explain how great feels to read Dies Irae and how much great are its characters are (obviously I have my favourite characters,
but even if MERCURIUS is my god I'd love to write rivers of ink about them).

I have to say the translation is as amazing as the original text, the translation team did an absolutely amazing work, so they
deserve my praisal too.

So... read Dies Irae. You won't regret it as long as you don't dislike action Visual Novels.. Excellent, very underrated game. I
think a lot of people dislike it for two main reasons:
-You actually need to think about where your projectile will go, rather than a lot of games where you just point and click to kill
enemies
-And that the gameplay is repetitive.

But think about this.
TF2. Overwatch. Nearly every multiplayer objective-based shooter ever.
They're all extremely repetitive, even more so than this.
What difference does it make if you're fighting AI that isn't actually brain-damaged for once rather than people?
If this was multiplayer rather than singleplayer, literally nobody would complain about the repetitiveness. And that bothers me.
And that is why this only has 57% positive reviews.

The gameplay might be the same but there are very varied maps and a wide variety of environments, more than can be said for
some online multiplayer shooters.

You move a bit slow, but you can solve that by being patient. The power shards are a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to
collect in big enough numbers to do anything significant, but that stops you blazing through the levels with ease. Some of the
maps are confusing as hell to navigate, but it was the dev's decision to add in a maze-y aspect to some of the maps. I don't have a
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problem with it, it just takes me longer.. Awesome VR puzzler. Very well designed for the VR space and interactions. All the
puzzles made sense and were fair - no weird and obscure answers. Definitely worth a look.

Cleverly includes 2 difficulty levels for extra replay value, with different puzzles using similar props.. Bought it, and wouldn't
let me play - still shows as locked in main game. Avoid!. One of few masterpieces in the genres of mystery, thriller, life-and-
death drama. Absolutely amazing story with unexpected and unpredictable twists and turns; well written characters each with
their own personalities, complicated pasts and circumstances; amazing soundtrack and outstanding brilliant voice acting; cool
and unusual choice system only adds to all the pluses; being very very long reading experience is a huge plus as well. Personally I
don't see any cons/minuses in this visual novel. Definitely recommend this visual novel to anyone and everyone who wants to
read truly amazing mystery novel. this is a hard but fun manigment game, been realy enjoying it and trying to save my people.
HAHA NO JUST NO. It was an outrage that I bought this.

Game crashes constantly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Sid Meier's Civilization V - Wonders of the Ancient World

This is a minor DLC. I got it to have a game were its a race to build wonders and controls all wonders. Its a fun game but its
expensive at $5.49.. I can play cards against humanity for free with a bunch of people anytime I want? yes please! :D. quot;Easy
to learn, difficult to master"
It's a simple and charming platforming game where you use a fishing line to swing around 60 abstract-like stages.
There is no story present (even though something like time travel is mentioned in one of the character cards you can unlock),
but that isn't really a problem here, as the gameplay was always the main focus of the series. You can choose between a few
different characters, but aside the player model and small differences, the gameplay is the same.

While at first it's possible to get frustrated with the swinging mechanics, it feels really satisfying to quickly go through the levels
pulling off all different kinds of techniques, as all the levels are built with multiple paths for different levels of expertise, with
collectible backpacks scattered across the stages for those who want to go for the extra completion.

This is a straight port from the PSVita version, but for some reason the original SNES game that was included is now sold
separately, so that's a shame. For a better experience, i recommend playing with a controller and using Durante's "GeDoSaTo"
tool to make the game look better.

Also, Noko best girl.. I really wanted to like this game. The art is neat, the game is very reactive, it has a Castlevania vibe, but...
most of the platforming parts are horrendous. They involve rushing through a large area with flames\/projectiles\/compressors
that all activate quickly one after another. The reason it is bad is that when you lose you do not feel like you lack skill and made
a mistake, but that you did not learn by heart the precise path forced onto you by the game. So you need to start over and try
again and again long and annoying parts of the level (checkpoints can be quite far in these areas).

Some other areas require dodging between projectiles and opponents (that shoot projectiles or behave like projectiles) in a very
precise manner, but every hit has a knockback effect, pushing the character away from her trajectory. And to make things
worse, there is lava or spikes that prevent from having safe spots in between. Both of these game design decisions make the
platforming parts all the more punishing. It does not feel good at all, despite me liking hardcore platformers. It's not just
challenging difficulty that I like in platformers, but good design, which I did not find here.

The levels are very linear. Some people like that, some people don't.

What I liked most in this game were the boss fights. They play well and rely more on skill than the rest of the game, even though
they are thankfully not too difficult.. this game has some real potential. i agree that it is short, but i think making it open world
would improve the level structure. the ai needs some improvements also. there needs to be some sought of stealth system put in
place as well as the enemys instantly detect you. this game is pretty fun while it lasts though, and for 79p who can complain?
6\/10 not bad
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